
» ACTIVE VENTILATED HYDRATION

 › FreeSpan ventilated suspension, and oversized 
holes, allow for optimal airflow to keep you cool and 
comfortable on the trail

 › Breathable shoulder harness with magnetic sternum 
buckle and hose clip for the reservoir bite valve

 › Includes 3D Hydro reservoir. The soft-molded reservoir 
allows for quick drying with the integrated drying hanger. 
The molded handle makes refilling quick and easy

 › Large 3/4 zippered access to dedicated hydration 
reservoir pocket with revolutionary SpeedClip 
hydration hanger system

 › Panel-loading zippered access, includes an interior mesh 
with a zippered pocket and key clip for secure storage

 › Front quick-access pocket with padded soft-touch 
sleeve to protect devices

 › Front stretch-mesh pocket for additional on-the-go 
storage

 › Dual side compression with webbing keepers to 
prevent dangling straps

 › Side stretch-mesh pockets
 › Oversized zippered hipbelt pockets with enough space 

to fit cell phones, and trail essentials
 › Custom ComfortGrip molded zipper pulls
 › Front reflective light loop + ability to attach lights

Access your water without 
interrupting your momentum with 
the included 3D Hydro Reservoir. 
Designed to integrate seamlessly 
into the pack’s design, eliminating 
refill hassles and offering quick 
hydration while on the go.

The full-length, suspended mesh 
with perforated foam shoulder 
padding, offers extreme comfort 
while on the move. Off-the-back 
design helps your pack maximize 
airflow and keeps your back cooler 
even miles into your adventure.

Your time out is valuable and we 
know that. We’ve made sure to 
include a full suite of quick-access 
pockets and integrated protection. 
The quick-access padded top-
pocket and large zippered hipbelt 
pockets keep items protected and 
close at hand.

3D RESERVOIR INCLUDED VENTILATED PERFORMANCE ACTIVE ORGANIZATION

Spark Navy Aurora Black Antigua Green

8L - 16L 8L - 16LMEN’S WOMEN’S

Ozone Black 

Elevate your experience on the trail with the Men’s Salvo H20 and Women’s Sula 
H20. A favorite for both bikers and hikers, the ventilated back panel, elegant 
hydration system, and compact organization, make this collection the ideal 
active hydration pack.


